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Glossary 
2k resolution  

2k resolution is a generic term for content or display devices which have an 

horizontal resolution around 2000 pixels. Depending on the specific field, the 
quantity of pixels changes. In the movie projection industry, DCI is the dominant 

standard for 2k output.  

In the digital film production chain, a resolution of 2048x1556 based on the 
historical resolution of scanned super 35mm film, is used for acquiring "open 

gate" or anamorphic input material. 

In the television industry, 2k resolution refers to the 1080p high definition 

television. Understanding 1080p as an horizontal resolution of 1920 pixels and a 
vertical of 1080 pixels. 

 

4k resolution  

4k resolution is a generic term for content or display devices which have an 

horizontal resolution around 4000 pixels. 

4k resolution vary depending on the field. 

In the movie projection industry, DCI is the dominant 4k standard. DCI 

established a standard resolution on 4096 pixels x 2160 lines for 4k film 
projection. The DCI 4k standard has double horizontal and vertical resolution of 

DCI 2k, with 4 times as many pixels overall. 

In the digital film production chain a resolution of 4096x3112 (8.8 
megapixels), based on the historical resolution of scanned super 35mm film, is 

used for acquiring "open gate" or anamorphic input material. 

In the television industry, 4k resolution (or how it's called 4K UHD) is a 

resolution of 3840 pixels x 2160 lines (8.3 megapixels), and is one of the two 
resolutions of Ultra high definition television (the other is 8k UHD and has 7680 
pixels x 4320 lines (33.2 megapixels) ). 4k UHD has twice the horizontal and 

vertical resolution of 1080p HDTV, with 4 times as many pixels overall. 

 

ALF (adaptive loop filter) 

Adaptive loop filter (ALF) is one of the new tools of the video coding standard 

HEVC. ALF improves BD Rate and subjective performance by using Wiener 
filtering at the cost of higher computational complexity. 

 

CABAC 

Context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) is a form of entropy 

coding used in H.264/MPEG-4 AVC and in the High Definition Video Coding 
(HEVC). It is a lossless compression technique and it provides much better 
compression than most of the other entropy coding algorithms used in encoding. 

CABAC is only supported in Main and higher profiles and it is one of the primary 
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advantages of the H.264/AVC, compared to older standards. It also requires a 
large amount of computational processing in order to decode. 

 

Chroma subsampling  

Chroma subsampling is the practice of encoding images by implementing less 
resolution for chroma information than for luma. This technique takes advantage 
of the human visual system's lower sensibility for color differences than for 

luminance. 

 

COC Coding style Component  / COD Coding style Default  

The COD marker segment  is a code-stream functional marker segment which 
provides default coding style parameters as, for example, the number of 

transform levels, the codeblock size, the precinct sizes or the progression order.  

The COC is an optional  JPEG2000 marker which provides the ability to 

override the default values specified in the COD marker segments on a specific 
component. 

 

Code-block  

In JPEG2000 a code block is a rectangular tile of coefficients belonging to the 

same subband. 

 

Codec 

A codec (coder-decoder) is a device or a computer program capable of 
encoding or decoding digital data. A codec (the program) should not be confused 

with a coding or compression format or standard. A format is a document (a 
standard) while a codec is a program (an implementation) which can read or 

write such files. But in practice, the word codec is used sometimes loosely to 
refer to formats.   

A codec encodes a data stream or signal for transmission, storage or 

encryption and it decodes for playback or editing. 

 

Color space 

A color model is an abstract mathematical model which describes how the 
colors can be represented as tuples of numbers, normally as 3 or 4 values or 

color components. For example, RGB and CMYK are color models. However, a 
color model which has no associated mapping function to an absolute color 

space is like an arbitrary color system with no connection to any globally 
understood system of color interpretation. 
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dB (decibel) 

The dB is a logarithmic unit used in a wide variety of engineering 
measurements to express the ratio between two values. An example of the use 

of dB is the measurement of the PSNR. 

 

DCT Transform 

A discrete cosine transform (DCT) expresses a finite sequence of data points 
in terms of a sum of cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies. 

The DCT and the DCT-II is often used in signal and image processing, 
especially for lossy data compression because it has strong energy compaction 

property. This means that most of the signal information tends to be 
concentrated in a few low-frequency components of the DCT. 

 

Deblocking filters 

A deblocking filter is a video filter applied to decoded compressed video in 

order to improve quality and prediction performance by smoothing the sharp 
edges which can be formed between macroblocks when block coding techniques 

are used. 

 

FIR filter 

In signal processing, a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter is a filter whose 
impulse response is of finite duration, because it settles to zero in finite time (in 

contrast to Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters, which may have internal 
feedback and may continue to respond indefinitely). 

The impulse response of an Nth-order  discrete-time FIR filter lasts for N+1 

samples and then settles to zero. 

FIR filters can be discrete-time or continuous-time and, digital or analog. 

 

Floating point 

Floating point describes a method of representing an approximation of a real 

number in a way that can support a wide range of values. The numbers are 
generally represented by an approximation of a fixed number of significant 

digits. Then, they are scaled using an exponent. The base for scaling is normally 
2, 10 or 16. 

 

ICC profile 

In color management, an ICC profile is a set of data that characterizes a color 

input or output device, or a color space according to the International Color 
Consortium (ICC). Profiles describe the color attributes of a particular device or 
viewing requirement by defining a mapping between the device source or target 

color space and a profile connection space (PCS). The PCS can be CIELAB or 
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CIEXYZ. Mappings can be specified by tables or through a series of parameters 
for transformations. 

For example, if the goal is converting from RGB to CMYK first is it necesary to 
know the two ICC profiles. Then, each RGB triplet is converted to the PCS using 

the RGB profile. I f necessary, the PCS is converted between CIELAB and 
CIEXYZ, a well defined transformation. Later, the PCS is converted to the four 
values of C,M,Y,K using the second profile. 

So a profile is essentially a mapping from a color space to the PCS, and from 
PCS to the color space. 

 

ICT: Irreversible color transform / RCT 

Initially in JPEG2000, images have to be transformed from the RGB color 

space to another color space. There are two options of doing that. One is the 
Irreversible Color Transform (ICT), which uses the YCbCr color space. It is called 

irreversible because it has to be implemented in floating or fix-point causing 
round-off errors. The other option is the Reversible Color Transform (RCT), 
which uses a modified YUV color space that does not introduce quantization 

errors, so it is reversible. 

 

Inter frame 

An Inter frame is a frame which is expressed in terms of one or more 

reference frames. Inter prediction takes advantage of the temporal redundancy 
between neighbor frames to achieve better compression. There are two kinds of 
Inter frames, depending on the reference frame they are allowed to use, P and B 

frames. P- frames use earlier pictures (mainly I-frames) and B-frames can 
predict or from earlier and7or later frames. 

 

Intra frame 

An Intra frame (I-frame) is a frame which uses only information contained in 

the current frame so, no temporal procession is performed outside the current 
frame.  I-frames are the least compressible (compared to P-frames and B-

frames) but do not require other video frames to decode themselves. 

 

Lossless Compression 

Lossless compression is a reversible form of compression in which there is no 
resulting loss of data to the code-stream. That means that the image recovered 

from the compressed data can be reproduced identically (bit per bit) just as it 
existed before compression was applied. 

 There can also be Visually lossless compression, which is a form of 

compression where the image cannot be exactly recovered. Images are 
mathematically distinguishable but not visually. 
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Lossy Compression 

Lossy Compression, oppositely to lossless, is an encoded method that 
compresses data discarding some of it. The advantage of lossy methods over 

lossless is that normally it is possible to obtain much smaller compressed files 
while still meeting the requirements of the application. The disadvantage is that 

it is not possible to recover the original data after a lossy compression. 

 

Macroblock 

Macroblock is a processing unit in image and video compression formats which 
use linear block transforms, such as the DCT.  

A macroblock typically consists of 16x16 samples and it is further splitter into 
transform blocks (and maybe later again into prediction blocks). MPEG-1 Part 2, 
H.262/MPEG-2 Part 2, H.263, H.264/MPEG-4 AVC are some of the formats that 

use macroblocks. In H.265/HEVC the macroblock as basic processing unit has 
been replaced by the coding tree unit. 

 

Motion compensation 

Motion compensation is an algorithm technique of video compression. Motion 
compensation describes a picture in terms of the transformation of a reference 
picture to the current picture. 

Motion compensation exploits the fact that often, the difference between 
many frames of a movie is the result of a camera moving or the moving of an 

object. This means that much of the information that represent one frame will be 
the same as the information of the next frame. So, using motion compensation, 
a video stream will contain some full (reference) frames and then, the only 

information stored for the other frames would be the one needed to transform 
the previous frame into the next frame. In MPEG, images are predicted from 

previous frames (P frames) or bidirectional (B frames), from previous and future 
frames. After predicting frames using motion compensation, the coder finds the 
error (called residual) which is compressed and transmitted. 

 

Motion vectors 

In video compression, a motion vector is a vector used for inter prediction 
that provides an offset from the coordinates in the decoded picture of a position 
of a macroblock to the coordinates of this macroblock (or a similar one) in a 

reference picture. 

 

MP4 

MPEG-4 Part 14 (or MP4) is a digital multimedia format which is commonly 
used to store video and audio, but can also be used to store other kind of data 

such as subtitles or still images. 
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POC  Progression Order Change  

The POC marker segment ensures that all the 2K data precedes the 4K data in 

the code-stream, as this marker provides the ability to change progression 
orders within the code-stream. In addition, within the 2K and 4K segments, all 

data for color component 0 precede all data for color component 1 which in turn 
precede all data for color component 2. 

 

PPM / PPT 

These optional JPEG2000 markers may be useful for fast random access into 

the code-stream. 

The PPM (packed packet headers: main header) marker segment can be used 
to move all packet headers to the main header. 

The PLM (packet lengths: main header) marker segment can be used to 
record the length of compressed packets. 

 

PSNR 

Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is the ratio between the maximum possible 

power of a signal and the power of the noise that affects the fidelity of its 
representation. It is normally expressed in dB. 

PSNR is commonly used to measure the quality of reconstruction of lossy 
compression codecs where the signal is the original data and the noise is the 

error introduced by the compression.  

In this case, PSNR is a good method because generally it is an approximation 
of the human perception  of reconstruction of quality. But it's important to know 

that the PSNR is just valid when compare the same codec type and the same 
content are compared.  

The PSNR is defined as: 

PSNR= 10·log10(
    

 

   
  = 20·log10 (

    

    
)   

Where MAXI is the maximum possible pixel value of the image.  When samples 
are represented using linear PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) with B bits per 

sample, MAXI is 2
B−1. And: 

MSE=
 

  
                     

   
   
   

2
 

 

QCC Quantization Component / QCD Quantization Default  

The QCD marker segment  is a JPEG2000 required code-stream marker 
segment which provides default quantization parameters as the quantization 

step size information. 

The QCC is an optional  JPEG2000 marker which provides the ability to 
override the default values specified in the QCD marker segments on a specific 

component. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulse-code_modulation
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Quantization 

Quantization is the procedure of constraining something from a continuous set 
of values (such as real numbers) to a relatively small discrete set. In the image 

processing field, quantization is a lossy compression technique because when 
the number of symbols in a given stream is reduced the stream becomes more 

compressible and it can be possible to reduce the file size. 

 

RGB 

The RGB color model is an additive color model in which red (R), green (G) 
and blue (B) light are added together in various ways to reproduce a broad array 

of colors. 

 

ROI 

ROI (Region of interest) is an optional JPEG2000 marker which provides 
information for region of interest coding. 

 

Spatial redundancy 

In an image it is highly probable that pixels which are close to each other 
have a similar color. Spatial redundancy exploits this property in order to reduce 
the image size, using less bits. 

 

Tiling 

After color transformation, the image is split into tiles, rectangular regions of 
the image that are transformed and decoded separately. Tiles can be any size 
or, the whole image can also be considered as a whole single tile.  

Dividing the image into tiles has the advantages that the decoder requires 
less memory to decode the image and that the decoder can choose to decode 

only the selected tiles of a specific part of the picture. Disadvantages of tiling are 
the decrease of the quality of the picture due to the lower PSNR  or the blocking 
effect that can create the use of tiles. 

 

TLM 

The TLM (tile-part lengths: main header) marker segment can be used to 
identify the location of each tile part in the JPEG2000 code-stream for quick 
access or to record the length of tile-parts in the main header. This marker may 

be useful for fast random access into the code-stream. 

 

UUID boxes 

The JP2 file format is organized as a sequence of boxes. 

UUID Boxes are optional boxes included in the JP2 file. They provide a 

mechanism for defining vendor specific extensions. 
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Wavelet transform / Wavelet compression 

Wavelet compression is a form of data compression well suited for image 
compression, mostly for representing transients (e.g. stars on a night sky) 

because they can be represented by a smaller amount of information. 

The first step of wavelet compression is the use of a wavelet transform. This 
produces as many coefficients as there are pixels in the image (here there is no 

compression since it's only a transform). These coefficients can then be 
compressed more easily because the information is statistically concentrated in 

just a few coefficients. This is called transform coding. After that, the coefficients 
are quantized and then encoded. 

JPEG 2000 uses two different wavelet transforms, the irreversible 9/7 wavelet 

transform and the reversible 573 wavelet transform. 

 

XML Boxes 

The JP2 file format is organized as a sequence of boxes. 

XML Boxes may be included in the JP2 file and can contain whatever 

information, as long as it complies the XML (eXtensible Markup Language) 
format. 
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Abstract 
 

In 2005 the DCI chose JPEG 2000 as the video coding standard for Digital 

cinema[6]. This showed that by that time, MJPEG2000 was the standard that 
better fit the necessities of super high definition videos which are used in Digital 

Cinema.  

In this thesis, it is studied the MJPEG 2000 video standard and it is compared 
to recent standards as HEVC. MJPEG 2000 has loads of good features, as lossy 

and lossless compression with the same bitstream and Spatial and SNR 
scalability but what about its coding efficiency?  

Normally, the primary goal of a standard is the optimization of the coding 
efficiency, which is the ability to maximize the quality of the video by a given 
bitrate or, conversely to minimize the bitrate needed for a given PSNR or level 

quality. In this project, the coding efficiency of the different standards is 
evaluated for different sequences and resolutions by means of peak-signal-to-

noise ratio. Other parameters as the complexity or delays are also studied. 

As nowadays professional motion picture production requires random access 
to each frame, standards which usually work in inter mode are also tested in 

intra mode. This enables a fairer comparison with MJPEG 2000, which can only 
work in Intra mode. 
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Resum del Projecte 
 

Al 2005 la DCI (Iniciativa de Cinema Digital) va triar JPEG 2000 com 
l'estàndard de codificació de vídeo pel cinema digital [6]. Aquest fet, va mostrar 

que, en el seu dia MJPEG 2000 era l'estàndard que millor satisfeia les necessitats 
dels vídeos de super alta definició utilitzats al cinema digital. 

En aquesta tesi, s'estudia l'estàndard MJPEG 2000 i se'l compara amb els 

estàndards més recents, com l'HEVC. El MJPEG 2000 té propietats molt bones, 
com la compressió amb i sense pèrdues amb el mateix bitstream o, l'escalabilitat 

tant en espai com en SNR però, que hi ha de l'eficiència del codi?  

Normalment, el principal objectiu d'un estàndard es l'optimització de 
l'eficiència del codi, que es l'habilitat de maximitzar la qualitat del vídeo donat 

un bitrate o, dit d'una altra manera, minimitzar el bitrate necessari per una 
PSNR donada o un nivell de qualitat. En aquest projecte, l'eficiència del diferents 

estàndards es avaluada per diferents seqüències i resolucions a través de la 
PSNR (Relació senyal-soroll de pic). Altres paràmetres com ara son la 
complexitat o les retards també s'estudien. 

Com avui dia les produccions de pel·lícules professionals necessiten l'accés 
aleatori a tots els fotogrames, els estàndards que normalment treballen en mode 

inter també es provaran en mode intra. Això permetrà una comparativa més 
justa amb MJPEG 2000, ja que aquest solament pot treballar en Intra mode. 
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Resumen del Proyecto 
 

En 2005 la DCI (Iniciativa del Cine Digital) escogió a JPEG 2000 como el 

estándar de codificación de video para el cine digital [6]. Esto mostró que en su 
día, MJPEG 2000 era el estándar que mejor cubría las necesidades de los videos 

de super alta definición utilizados en Cine Digital. 

En esta tesis, se estudia el estándar MJPEG 2000 y se compara con los 
estándares más recientes, como el HEVC. MJPEG 2000 tiene propiedades muy 

buenas, como la compresión con y sin pérdidas con el mismo bitstream o, la 
escalabilidad tanto en espacio como en SNR, pero ¿qué hay de la eficiencia del 

código?  

Normalmente, el principal objetivo de un estándar es la optimización de la 
eficiencia del código, que es la habilidad de maximizar la calidad del video dado 

un bitrate especifico o, dicho de otra forma, minimizar el bitrate necesario para 
una PSNR dada o nivel de calidad. En este proyecto, la eficiencia de los 

diferentes estándares se evalúa para diferentes secuencias y resoluciones a 
través de la PSNR (Relación señal a ruido de pico). Otros parámetros como la 
complejidad o los retardos también se estudian. 

Como hoy en día las producciones de películas profesionales requieren acceso 
aleatorio a todas los fotogramas, los estándares que normalmente trabajan en 

modo inter también serán testados en modo intra. Esto permite una comparativa 
con MJPEG 2000 más justa, puesto que este solo puede trabajar en modo Intra. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Some years ago, when digital technologies started to penetrate the 
audiovisual field by developing high resolution film scanners and digital 

projection; the movie industry realized that some changes had to be done in 
order to translate this technological advances into broad-based commercially 
viable digital cinema. [1] In other words, standards had to be created.  

That's why seven major Hollywood studios created the DCI (Digital Cinema 
Initiatives). They established a specification for an open architecture for digital 

cinema as a way of producing compatible and interoperable products and 
services. The final version of the DCI was published in July 2005 and they chose 
MJPEG 2000 as their compression standard. 

Since then, technology and as a consequence, compression standards have 
evolved a lot. There are a lot of standards (H.262, H.263,MPEG-4 Visual, MPEG-

4 AVC, HEVC...) which follow different structures and use diverse techniques, all 
of them trying to improve the old ones by incrementing the complexity or by 
trying new things. These healthy competition helps the progress of technology 

achieving an improvement in video quality for the enjoyment of viewers. 

 

1.1 Motivation 
 

The purpose of this project is the study of the video compressor Motion 
JPEG2000 adopted by Digital Cinema (DC) and its comparison with other video 
standards adopting different quality metrics.  

Many research papers propose the comparison of MJPEG2000 versus other 
standards (H.262/MPEG-2 Video, H.263, MPEG-4 Visual and H.264/MPEG-4 

Advanced Video Coding (AVC)). The novelty of this work is the test with respect 
to new emerging video coders (e.g. H.265/HEVC). The comparison will be 
performed not only in terms of quality-rate curves but also in terms of delay, 

and other significant metrics, as the complexity. 

 

1.2 Methodology 
 

The methodology of the project consists of three sections. One section is 
devoted to the study of the state-of-the-art while the second section is devoted 
to tests and comparisons of MJPEG 2000 with other video standards e.g. 

H.264/AVC and the emerging H.265/HEVC. At the end, conclusions and future 
work are discussed. 
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Figure 1: Work Breakdown Structure 

 

First, the features of the MJPEG standard and the DCI restrictions are studied. 
Once the theoretical bases are seen, the project can proceed with the tests The 
OpenJPEG official web site1 offers the codecs to test MJPEG2000. This tests are 

developed using the Windows command line. 

The objective of this part is to get familiar with this video standard and to 

explore in detail its key features. 

Quality-rate curves are plotted for different SD and HD sequences, just fixing 
some parameters and changing others in order to get the different curves. 

The second part of the work is devoted to new emerging video standard, 
H.265/HEVC. Its innovative features are discussed with respect to the previous 

standards and, tests with the reference model and x265 are also carried out. 
This part also includes a comparison with the MJPEG2000 and H.264 standards 
in terms of quality, computational complexity and other relevant metrics. HEVC 

has loads of options so, a study of its parameters is done in order to take the 
maximum advantage of this new codec. There are also Intra tests modes to 

obtain a fairer comparison with MJPEG 2000, which can only work in intra mode.   

There are other recent topics, as VP9 and 4k resolution that are also 
discussed in the thesis. 

The work concludes with a discussion about the performance of the different 
standards for different resolutions and whether there could be benefits in 

adopting a new video standard in future releases of DC specifications. 

 

1.3 Project Structure Outline 
 

The project is divided into 7 chapters, being the first the Introduction. 

The second chapter is called State of the art. The first part of it discusses 
about DCI and their restrictions and specifications about Digital Cinema. Recent 

news about the Netflix company and their implantation of 4k resolution are 
discussed in a small part of the Chapter.  

                                            
1
 www.openjpeg.org 
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DCI chose Motion JPEG 2000 as their video compression standard so, the next 
part of Chapter 2 talks about it. A list of important features, an algorithm and 

some keys for the specific application of Digital Cinema is treated in this part. 

Then HEVC, including its structure, some features and the introduction of the 

two different implementations that will be used in the following tests is studied. 

At the end of chapter 2 a brief description of the VP9 features is shown. 

Chapter 3 consists on describing the method and the setting needed for the 

tests. The first part includes the system requirements and the settings for the 
codecs used in MJPEG 2000, H.264 and HEVC. The end of this part describes the 

evaluating criteria chosen for the tests. 

Tests and experimental results can be seen in Chapter 4. Several comparisons 
are made. Lossless Coding comparison is the first and obtains the compression 

ratio of MJPEG 2000 and HEVC. Inside the part of lossy comparison there are 
different tests: Inter and Intra comparison and also, some tests that exploits the 

different options of the HEVC. 

Chapter 5 includes the conclusions and some references about possible future 
work. 

The sixth chapter contains the references and the seventh and last, the 
Annexes. 
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2. State of the art 
 

In Chapter 2 the State of the art of DCI and some Video compression 

standards is shown. 

2.1 DCI Specifications 

2.1.1 Introduction 

 

With the technology evolution in the audiovisual field, the movie industry 
realized that standards were needed if they wanted digital cinema to be 

commercially viable. 

 

To establish such a standard, Digital Cinema Initiatives (DCI) was created in 

March 2002.  

DCI is a joint of seven major Hollywood studios (Disney, Fox, Paramount, 

MGM, Sony Pictures Entertainment, Universal and Warner Bros. Studios). The 
goal of DCI was to establish a specification for an open architecture for digital 
cinema. Such a standard would ensure the members of the movie industry that 

their products and services would be compatible and interoperable with the 
products and services of other industry members.  

The final version of the DCI Digital Cinema Specification was published online 
in July 2005.  

 

2.1.2 JPEG for Digital Cinema 

 

The DCI specification defines the size of each movie frame to be as large as 
4096x2160 pixels.  

With three color components, 12 bits/pixel/color component, and 24 
frames/second, the total size of a three hour feature film exceeds 9 terabytes. 

Such large sizes make the distribution of uncompressed digital movies 
impractical. That's why the DCI specification includes data compression 
techniques to decrease the size of the image data for economical storage and 

delivery. 

In the summer of 2004, DCI selected JPEG2000 as the compression format to 

be used for digital distribution of motion pictures. DCI wanted a compression 
algorithm that was an open standard, so that multiple hardware manufactures 
would be able to build digital cinema systems. The compression algorithm 

needed to support high bit depth (e.g., 12 bits per color component) and X'Y'Z' 
color space without chroma subsampling. Significantly, the compression 

algorithm needed to support both 2K and 4K resolution projectors from the same 
file. JPEG2000 satisfies these requirements and more. 
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The JPEG2000 standard is published in multiple parts. Part I describes the 

minimal compliant decoder and the codestream syntax. Other parts of the 
standard describe "value-added" technologies, "Motion JPEG2000" file format, 

compliance, reference software, an extended file format for document imaging, 
client/server protocols, protective image security, wireless transmission, 3D 
image data, and database search tools.  

The DCI specification is based on Part-I of the JPEG2000 standard. The 
particular set of parameters that will be used in digital cinema applications are 

defined in JPEG2000 profiles. A JPEG2000 profile is a set of parameters that are 
designed to best serve the needs of a particular application. Currently, there are 

three profiles defined as part of the JPEG2000 standard. Two of these profiles 
described a restricted set of parameters for use in particular applications, where 
the third profile is unrestricted. 

Two additional profiles are being developed for use in digital cinema 
applications by the JPEG2000 committee. 

 

2.1.2.1 JPEG 2000 DIGITAL CINEMA PROFILES 

 

As previously mentioned, two new JPEG2000 profiles are currently under 

development to support digital cinema applications.  These profiles are being 
developed under the understanding that, once deployed, the decoders shall not 

be required to be upgraded. Furthermore, enhanced distribution parameter 
choices will not be allowed in future distribution masters, if they break backward 
compatibility. Restrictions are also defined in DCI Digital Cinema Specification. 

In this section, an overview of these restrictions is provided. Also, figure 2.3 
shows a diagram with some of the most notable specifications of digital and 

electronic cinema parameters. 

 

 The DCI specifications require a 4K decoder to decode all data for every 

frame in a 4K distribution. Similarly, a 2K decoder is required to decode 
all data in a 2K distribution. A 2K decoder is allowed to discard the highest 

resolution level of a 4K distribution. No other data can be discarded. In 
other words, discarding of data to keep up with peak decoding rates is not 
allowed. 

 The DCI specification requires all decoders to decode each color 
component at 12 bits/sample. Furthermore, chroma subsampling is 

disallowed. 
 The profiles require the use of the 9/7 irreversible wavelet transform. In 

other words, the 5/3 reversible wavelet transform is disallowed. It is also 
required that the decoders implement the inverse wavelet transform in at 
least 16 bit fixed point precision. 
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 The profiles require the use of the irreversible color transform (ICT) i.e. 
the RGB to YCbCr transform.Tiling is disallowed. In other words, the entire 
image should be decoded as a single tile. The image and tile origins are at 

(0,0). 
 The maximum number of wavelet transform levels is 5 for 2K content and 

6 for 4K content. In addition, the number of wavelet transform levels is at 
least one for 4K content so that a 2K image can be extracted from a 4K 
codestream using the multi-resolution scalability property of JPEG2000. 

 Every color component of every frame of a distribution is required to have 
the same number of wavelet transform levels. 

 Codeblock sizes are restricted to be 32x32. 
 Precinct sizes at all resolutions are set to be 256x256, except for the 

lowest frequency subband, where a precinct size of 128x128 is used. 

 Coding style Default (COD), Coding style Component (COC), Quantization 
Default (QCD), and Quantization Component (QCC) marker segments can 

only appear in the main header. 
 Packed headers are forbidden, i.e. no PPM or PPT marker segments are 

allowed. 
 Region of interest (ROI) marker segments are disallowed. 
 The progression order for a 2K distribution is required to be Component-

Position-Resolution-Layer (CPRL). Progression Order Change (POC) 
marker segments are forbidden in 2K distributions. 

 For a 4K distribution, exactly one POC marker segment is required in the 
main header. No other POC marker segments are allowed.  

 Each compressed codestream of a 2K distribution has 3 tile parts where 

each tile part contains one color component. Similarly, each compressed 
codestream of a 4K distribution has 6 tile parts. The first three tile parts 

contain data that are necessary to decompress a 2K color component. 
Each of the remaining three tile parts contains the additional data needed 
to decompress one color component at 4K resolution. 

 Tile part Lengths, Main header (TLM) marker segments are required.  
 Only a single quality layer is allowed. 

 There are constraints on the maxim sizes of codestream segments as well 
as the total size of the codestream. Specifically, 

 

 For a 2K distribution with a frame rate of 24 fps, the total size of a 
frame cannot exceed 1,302,2083 bytes. In addition, the size of 

each color component cannot exceed 1,041,666 bytes. 
 For a 2K distribution with a frame rate of 48 fps, the total size of a 

frame cannot exceed 651,041 bytes. In addition, the size of each 

color component cannot exceed 520,833 bytes. 
 For a 4K distribution, the total size of a frame cannot exceed 

1,302,2083 bytes.  In addition, the 2K portion of each color 
component cannot exceed 1,041,666  bytes. 

 

These sizes constraints correspond to a maximum total rate of 250 
Mbits/second. At these rates, the total size of a 3 hour feature film is 

roughly 314 gigabytes. [1] 
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Figure 2.2: Digital and Electronic Cinema Parameters [8] 

 

2.2 4k and Netflix 
 

4K is beyond the topics of this work but it is worth noting that the recent 

news about 4k and Netflix can be a challenge for the audiovisual field. 

Netflix is an American provider of on-demand streaming media which began 

17 years ago in the United States. Netflix offers TV shows and movies to its 
subscribers via Internet and US mail; and nowadays it is the first company 
offering content in 4k resolution also known as Ultra HD (they will offer some 

documentaries and the second season of "House of Cards"). 

Ultra HD video for TV has 3840x2160 resolution (compared to the 1920x1080 

of HD) but there is still a way long to go in order to have this quality in our 
homes. 

First of all, a 4k television with an HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding) 

decoder will be needed. So, even if somebody has a 4k TV, it won't be able to 
watch Netflix in 4k without an HEVC decoder . This year's TV models will have 

the required technology but, if the 4k TV is new, it will need to some kind of set-
top box to decode H.265, which are just appearing, because the 4k sets around 
now do not have it. 

"People are recognizing that disc formats are yesterday's solution," Hunt 
(Netflix's chief product officer) said. [17] 

That's true, at least for the moment, because the Blu-ray Disc Association 
(BDA) has said the will study the details of the standard by the end of 2014. 
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Due to the difficulties of making a new disc format, it seems that the best 
option is to deliver the content through Internet. Having said that, the 
bandwidth needed for the 4k it's quite big, around 15.6 megabits per second.  

The frame rate is another issue. 4k is not just about resolution: there's frame 
rate too. [18] 

HDMI 1.4 connectors can only support until 30Hz, what is half of the 4k 
proposal. So, in addition to the 4k TV and the set-box, lets add a HDMI 2.0 to 
the list of requirements. 

In conclusion, about the possible thought of buying a 4K television, it would 
better wait until they come with both H.264 and H.265 decoders or be really 

careful about what you buy. Also, if the plan is to rely on an external source, be 
sure that it has HDMI 2.0 in order to not miss out content.  

 

2.3 JPEG 2000 

2.3.1 Introduction 

 

Motion-JPEG2000 is derived from Part 1 of the JPEG2000 standard ISO 
15444-1 and allows the use of all features of this part. The most important 

features are listed below because they motivate the use of the standard in 
comparison to other methods. 

 

2.3.2 Features 

2.3.2.1 Scalability in Resolution and Quality 

 

JPEG2000 can produce compressed data streams with different resolution and 
quality layers, offering smart decompression. This means that if smaller 
resolutions or low quality images are wanted, not the whole data stream has to 

be decompressed, just the portion of datastream needed to satisfy the requested 
image view in terms of resolution, quality and location, on demand and just in 

time. 

 

2.3.2.2 Multiple Resolution Levels 

 

To begin with, it is recommended that JPEG 2000 is used with multiple 
resolution levels. The first two or three resolution levels facilitate compression. 

Levels beyond that give little more compression but are added so that 
decompressing just the lowest resolution sub-image in the JPEG 2000 
datastream gives a thumbnail of a desired size.  

For example, with a 5928x4872 pixel dimension original and 5 resolution 
levels, the smallest sub-image would have dimensions that would be 1/32 those 
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of the original, in this case 186x153 pixels. Accordingly, JPEG 2000 compression 
with 5 resolution levels is recommended for images of this and similar sizes, 

which are typical of the sample images provided. In practice, the number of 
resolution levels would vary with the original image size so that the lowest 

resolution sub-image has the desired dimensions. 

 

 Example 1: Using JPEG 2000, a picture stored on a server has lower 

resolution versions embedded in the compressed data. To view an 
image on a remote PDA, a lower resolution image can be extracted. No 

transcoding is required. In case that a zoom of a part of the image is 
needed, additional information could be downloaded from the image 
file. Resending a higher resolution version of the image is not required. 

Only the additional information needed to make a higher resolution 
version is extracted and added to the local image data. 

 
 With JPEG 2000 several levels of resolution or detail are coded in 

the compressed image file. 

 When accessing a JPEG 2000 image across a network, a low 
resolution image (or a full resolution image with low detail) can 

be extracted from the compressed image stored on the server 
(1) 

 If more quality is desired, more information can be extracted 
from the compressed file on the server to increase the resolution 
or detail locally (2) 

 There is no data redundancy in the compressed image and 
therefore for this type of application JPEG 2000 is very efficient 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Explanation of example 1 [7] 

 

 

2.3.2.3 Multiple Quality Layers 
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There are two main reasons for using multiple quality layers. The first one is 
that it is possible to decompress fewer layers and therefore less compressed 
data, when accessing lower resolution sub-images. This speeds up 

decompression without affecting quality because the incremental quality due to 
the discarded layers is not noticeable at reduced resolutions. The second reason 

is that subsets of the compressed image corresponding to higher compression 
ratios  can be delivered, if the application requires it, thanks to the multiple 
quality layers. 

This means there is less data to transmit and process, which improves 
performance and reduces access times. It also means that it is possible for the 

access format to be a subset of the preservation format, derived from it by 
discarding quality layers as the application and quality requirements warrant. 
The use of quality layers makes possible the reduction of the storage needs and 

can turn images compressed at 4:1 or 5:1 for example, into images compressed 
at 8:1 or higher, depending on where the quality layer boundaries are defined. 

 

 Example 2: Using JPEG 2000, a picture stored on a server has lower 

quality levels embedded in the compressed data. If there is the need to 
preview an image, a lower quality would be extracted. No transcoding is 
required. Otherwise, to see the best quality additional information 

would be downloaded from the image file. Resending the full image 
information is not required.  

 

From the second example the following conclusions can be extracted: 

 

 JPEG 2000 also supports selective extraction of image data from 
a particular region. 

 The use of this feature allows areas of interest to be viewed at 
higher quality while minimizing the amount of data needed to be 
transferred over the network 

 This is particularly useful when viewing images on limited 
bandwidth networks and when using low power devices with 

limited display capabilities - such as mobile devices 
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Figure 2.4: Explanation of example 2 [7] 

 

Scalability is probably the most important feature of JPEG 2000 and Motion 

JPEG 2000. This manifests in several different ways.  

Bandwidth in networks is always precious. A MJP2 file stored on a server can 

be accessed across a network at a lower resolution there by limiting the amount 
of bandwidth used. When a sequence of interest is encountered the resolution or 
detail can be increased easily without any transcoding required. This is 

particularly useful in searching content databases, for security applications and 
in medical imaging. If a movie is encoded where distribution to different devices 

is desired, a PDA and a movie theater for example, a single file is created where 
the content can be extracted without transcoding required and no data 
redundancy.  

 

2.3.2.4 Accuracy Depth and Image Width and Height 

 

JPEG2000 supports bit depths from 1 to 32 Bit per component and image 
sizes up to (232-1)2.  

In Motion JPEG2000 images are possible with 8k x 8k Pixel and 16 Bit depths 

per component or more. 

 

2.3.2.5 High Compression 

 

MJP2 has improved compression efficiency over Motion JPEG implementations 
MJP2 is not as compression efficient as other MPEG standards (such as H.264 or 

H.265) but has the advantages of lower complexity and random frame access. 

 

2.3.2.6 Lossless and Near Lossless 
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The JPEG 2000 compression offers both reversible and irreversible 
compression.  

Reversible compression (lossless mode) in JPEG 2000 uses the 5-3 integer 
wavelet transform and a reversible component transform (RCT). If no 

compressed data is discarded, then the original image data is recoverable from 
the compressed datastream created using these transforms.  

Irreversible compression (lossy mode) uses the 9-7 floating point wavelet 

transform and an irreversible component transform (ICT), both of which have 
round-off errors so that the original image data is not recoverable from the 

compressed datastream, even when no compressed data is discarded.  

This feature is not available in MPEG implementations. The MPEG standard 
always produces losses, even if they are very small. 

 

2.3.2.7 Intra frame Coding 

In Motion JPEG 2000 each frame is coded individually. Intra-frame coding 

allows for random access and reduced complexity. Other video standards use 
inter-frame coding. This allows for improved compression efficiency but the 
coding technique is more complex. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Intra and Inter frame structure [7] 
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So Intra-frame coding, and as a consequence JPEG2000, allows easy editing, 
individual frame access, forward/backward spool and relative low memory 

demands. 

 

2.3.2.8 Compatibility 

 

In order to maintain as much as possible areas of compatibility between MPEG 
and JPEG, the MP4 file format was chosen for Motion JPEG 2000. The MP4 file 

format is used in MPEG 4 and is derived from Apple QuickTime. 

This allows: 

 Easy synchronization with audio and other metadata 
 ISO File Format 

 Future compatibility as the ISO File Format evolves 
 Support for other audio codecs and metadata from the MPEG family 
 Optional compatibility with JPEG 2000 codecs 

 Implementations where image data can be related both temporally or 
spatially 

 

 

2.3.2.9 File Format 

There are 4 file formats for JPEG 2000: JP2, JPX, MJ2, and JPM.  These 

formats associate with different parts of the standard. 

 JP2 is a basic format for single images and a limited set of color 
encodings. It is defined in part 1 of the standard and its file extension is 

.jp2 

 JPX is an extended version of JP2. It supports one or more images, a large 

set of color encodings as well as “advanced features” and, it is defined in 
part 2 of the standard. Its file extension is .jpf 

 MJ2 is a format for motion images. 

 JPM is a format for compound images. 

 

One function of a file format is packaging the datastream with metadata that 
can be used to render, interpret and describe the image in the file. Besides 

defining the JPEG 2000 datastream and core decoder, Part 1 of the JPEG 2000 
standard also defines the JP2 file format which applications may use to 
encapsulate a JPEG 2000 datastream. A minimal JP2 file consists of four 

structures or “boxes”: 

 

1. JPEG 2000 Signature Box, which identifies the file as a member of the JPEG 
2000 file format family. 

2. File Type Box, which identifies which member of the family it is, the version 

number and the members of the family it is compatible with. 
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3. JP2 Header Box, which contains image parameters such as resolution and 
color specification needed for rendering the image. 

4. Contiguous Codestream Box, which contains the JPEG 2000 datastream. 

 

Color Specification 

The color spaces of Motion JPEG 2000 includes sRGB, sYCC and sGreyscale, so 
that conversions of RGB 4:4:4 to YcrCb 4:2:2 are no longer necessary. 

 

2.3.3. Algorithm 

 

The first thing a JPEG 2000 coder does with an RGB color image is to apply a 

component transform which converts it to something better suited to 
compression by reducing the redundancy between the red, green and blue 
components in a color image.  

The next thing it does is applying multiple wavelet transforms, corresponding 
to the multiple resolution levels, again with the idea of making the image more 

suitable for compression by redistributing the energy in the image over different 
subbands or subimages.  

The step after that is an optional quantization (just for lossy mode), where 

image data is deleted, hopping these missing data will be almost imperceptible 
for the viewers. The next step is a coder, which takes advantage of all the work 

that has gone on before and the resulting statistics of the transformed and 
quantized signal to use fewer bits to represent it; this is where the compression 
actually occurs. The coder does not discard any data and is reversible, although 

the steps leading up to it may not be. In a JPEG 2000 coder, there is one more 
step in which the compressed data is organized to define the quality layers 

boundaries and to support the resolution-major progressive order mentioned 
earlier. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: JPEG 2000 Coding Steps [5] 
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For JPEG 2000 compression to be reversible, there can’t be any quantization 
or round-off errors in the component and wavelet transforms. To avoid round-off 

errors, JPEG 2000 has a reversible transforms based on integer arithmetic. So 
for example, JPEG 2000 specifies a reversible wavelet transform (called the 5-3 

transform because of the size of the filters it uses). JPEG 2000 also specifies an 
irreversible wavelet transform, the 9-7 transform, based on floating point 
operations. The 9-7 transform does a better job than the 5-3 transform of 

conditioning the image data and so gives better compression, but at the cost of 
being unable to recover the original data due to round-off errors in its 

calculations. Because of these round off errors, the 9-7 transform is not 
reversible. 

 

2.3.4. Applications: Digital Cinema 

 

Motion JPEG is used in application environments where scalability, low delay 

times between encoding and decoding, high quality, lossless coding and error 
resilience are required. Digital photography, security, medical imaging, image 

databases, mobile appliances and Digital Cinema require such features. 

 

For the concrete application of Digital Cinema, there are some desirable 

features: 

 Image data from film and digital capture is very large and the scalability 

of Motion JPEG 2000 has a lot of advantages in working over networks 
and delivery to customers 

 It is well suited for editing 

 Resolution, color gamut and dynamic range exceed DCI requirements 
 The standardized color spaces allow for seamless interchange 

 Image data can easily be retasked for other applications - graphic arts for 
example 

 At the high bit rates required for Digital Cinema applications, the 

compression efficiency differences between MPEG and Motion JPEG 2000 
are relatively small 

 Motion JPEG 2000 can support compression domain processing 
 Targeted to be royalty free 

 

2.4 HEVC 

2.4.1 Introduction 

 

High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is a new standard for video compression. 
The HEVC is conducted by the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-
VC), and is a joint effort between ITU-T and ISO/IEC.  

Reference software, called HEVC test model (HM), is being developed along 
with the draft standard. The version HM 8.0 is the one used in the tests. 
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HEVC has the same basic structure as previous standards such as H.262, 
H.263, MPEG-4 Visual and H.264/AVC but contains some improvements such as: 

 More flexible partitioning (from large to small partition sizes) 

 Greater flexibility in prediction modes and transform block sizes 
 More sophisticated interpolation and deblocking filters 

 More sophisticated prediction and signaling of modes and motion vectors 
 Features to support efficient parallel processing 

The result is a video coding standard that can enable better compression, at 

the cost of potentially increased processing power.  

The main goal of HEVC is to double the compression efficiency of his 

predecessor, the H.264/AVC. This means: 

 At the same picture size and quality, an HEVC video sequence should 
occupy less (around half) storage, or transmission capacity, than the 

equivalent H.264/AVC video sequence. 
 At the same storage or transmission bandwidth, the quality and/or 

resolution of an HEVC video sequence should be higher than the 
corresponding H.264/AVC video sequence.  

 

How much better is HEVC than earlier standards? This depends very much on 
the characteristics of the video clip, on the design of the video encoder and on 

the opinion of the viewer. Several studies [2][15] have concluded that HEVC 
can deliver similar quality to H.264 at approximately half the bitrate. 

 

2.4.2 Structure 

 

HEVC is based on the same general structure as previous standards: 

 

Figure 2.7: HEVC Structure 

 

A source video which consists of a sequence of video frames is encoded (or 

compressed) by the HEVC Video Encoder, creating a compressed video 
bitstream. After that, the compressed bitstream is either stored or transmitted. 

After the transmission the Video Decoder decompresses the bitstream, creating 
a sequence of decoded frames. 
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The steps carried out by a Video Encoder include: 

 Partitioning each picture into multiple units 
 Predicting each unit using inter or intra prediction, and subtracting the 

prediction from the unit 
 Transforming and quantizing the residual (the difference between the 

original picture unit and the prediction) 

 Entropy encoding the output, prediction information, mode information 
and headers 

The Video Decoder reverses the steps: 

 Entropy decoding and extracting the elements of the coded sequence 
 Rescaling and inverting the transform stage 

 Predicting each unit and adding the prediction to the output of the inverse 
transform 

 Reconstructing a decoded video image 

 

Figure 2.8: HEVC Encoder and Decoder 

 

2.4.2.1 Partitioning 

HEVC supports highly flexible partitioning of video sequences. Each coded 
video frame, or picture, is partitioned into Tiles and/or slices, which are further 

partitioned into Coding Tree Units (CTUs). The CTU is the basic unit of coding, 
analogous to the Macroblock in earlier standards, and can be up to 64x64 pixels 

size. A CTU can be subdivided into square regions known as Coding Units (CUs) 
using a quadtree structure. CU can have various sizes but they have to be 
square shaped. 

The introduction of larger blocks structures is one of the most important 
elements for higher compression performance in high resolution videos, due to 

the flexible subpartitioning mechanisms. 

 

2.4.2.2 Prediction 

A Coding Unit (CU) is partitioned into one or more Prediction Units (PUs). PU 

is the basic unit for prediction, where the largest allowed PU size is equal to the 
CU size. Other allowed PU sizes depend on prediction type, where asymmetric 
splitting options for inter-prediction is also considered. HEVC Partition can be 

seen in figure 2.9. 
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Then, each PU is predicted using Intra or Inter prediction. 

 

Figure 2.9: HEVC Partition 

 

So, the general outline of the coding structure is formed by various sizes of 
CUs, PUs and TUs in a recursive manner, once the size of the Largest Coding 

Unit (LCU) and the hierarchical depth of CU are defined.  

Given the size and the hierarchical depth of LCU; CU can be expressed as a 

recursive quadtree representation as it is shown in Figure 2.10, where the leaf 
nodes of CUs can be further split into PUs or TUs. 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Recursive quadtree representation of CU 

 

Intra prediction 

Each PU is predicted from neighboring image data in the same picture, using 
DC prediction (an average value for the PU), planar prediction (fitting a plane 
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surface to the PU) or directional prediction (extrapolating from neighboring 
data).  

 

Inter prediction 

Each PU is predicted from image data in one or two reference pictures (before 
or after the current picture order), using motion compensated prediction. 

The inter prediction in HEVC uses the frames stored in a reference frame 

buffer which allows multiple bi-direction frame reference. A reference picture 
index and a motion vector displacement are needed in order to select reference 

area. The merging of adjacent PUs is possible, by the motion vector, not 
necessarily of rectangular shape as their parent CUs. In order to achieve 
encoding efficiency, skip and direct modes similar to the AVC ones are defined, 

and motion vector derivation or a new scheme named motion vector 
competition, which uses a competition-based scheme from a given candidate set 

including both the spatial and the temporal motion vectors, is performed on 
adjacent PUs. Motion compensation is performed with a quarter-sample motion 
vector precision. At TU level, an integer spatial transform (with range from 4x4 

to 64x64) is used, similar in concept to the DCT transform. In addition a 
rotational transform can be used for block sizes larger than 8x8, and apply only 

to lower frequency components. At CU level, an adaptive loop filter (ALF) can be 
applied prior to copying the frame into the reference picture buffer. This is a FIR 

filter whose main purpose is to minimize distortion relative to the original 
picture, and its filter coefficients which are encoded at slice level. Additionally a 
deblocking filter is operated within the prediction loop (similar to the AVC 

deblocking filter design). Upon applying these filters, the processed frame is 
saved to the codec buffer. 

 

 

2.4.2.3 Transform and Quantization 

Any residual data remaining after prediction is transformed using a block 

transform based on the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) or Discrete Sine 
Transform (DST). One or more blocks transforms of size 32x32, 16x16, 8x8 and 

4x4 are applied to residual data in each CU. 

Finally, TU is the basic unit for transform and quantization, which may exceed 
the size of PU, but not that CU. 

 

2.4.2.4 Entropy Coding 

 

A coded HEVC bitstreams consist of quantized transform coefficients, 
prediction information such as prediction modes and motion vectors, partitioning 
information and other header data. All of these elements are encoded using 

Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC). 
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The reader is referred to [2] and to [13] for more information about HEVC. 

 

2.4.3 Implementation of the standard 

 

When a standard is designed, it is done in order the offer the encoders and 

decoders developers the maximum freedom as possible to customize their 
implementations. The limit of this freedom is that the interoperability is 
maintained, to make sure that all products can be decoded by all decoders 

without caring the origin. This is achieved by fixing the format of the data to be 
produced or the approximation results produced by a decoder, without specifying 

how the encoder can produce these data or results (leaving out of the standard 
the internal processing steps). 

So, there can be a lot of possible implementations of a standard and each of 

them can obtain different results (produce different PSNR-Bitrate curves, 
encoded fps-bitrate curves, etc) In this project x265 and HEVC HM 8.0 are used.  

x265 takes care about less HEVC options, that's why in the comparison tests 
their PSNR-bitrate results are worse but, it gives more importance to the 
optimization of complexity than the HM 8.0 (that's why x265 is faster). 

 

2.5 VP9 

2.5.1 Introduction 

 

VP9 is the new Google standard [12] and, even though it's not considered for 
the test comparisons or deeply studied in this project, mostly because it's really 

new, it is worthy to have a look at its main features. 

 

2.5.2 Features 

 

2.5.2.1 Prediction Block Sizes 

 

VP9 introduces super-blocks (SB) of size up to 64x64 and the possibility of 
breakdown using recursive decomposition all the way from 64x64 until 4x4 

(quadtree coding structure).  This is a really important reason of the coding 
efficiency improvement (compared to the previous Google codec, VP8). 

 

2.5.2.2 Prediction Modes 

 

Intra Modes 
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VP9 supports 10 different Intra prediction modes for block sizes from 4x4 to 
32x32. These prediction modes include DC, horizontal, vertical and oblique, and 

operate on units of the transform size used. 

 

Inter Modes 

VP9 supports four different inter modes with block sizes going between 4x4 
until 64x64).  Each Inter frame can have three different reference frame buffers 

selected from a group of eight stored reference frames. The choice of which 
reference frames are used depend on the encoder. There is a type of frame, 

called Alternative Reference Frames (ARFs), which may be used just for 
reference (not for display) and are identified by a flag as "invisible". Its main 
goal is to improve the coding efficiency. 

 

 

2.5.2.4 Transform Types 

It supports three types of transforms: Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), 

Asymmetric Discrete Sine Transform (ADST) and Walsh-Hadamard Transform 
(WHT). It is possible to combine some of them, depending on the prediction 
mode and the block sizes used. 

 

2.5.2.5 Entropy Encoding and Adaptation 

VP9, in order to achieve a balance between coding efficiency and decoding 

performance, allows a combination of frame-level forward and backward updates 
of probabilities. All symbols in the frame are then encoded/decoded based on the 
updated set of probabilities using a non-adaptive arithmetic encoder. 

 

2.5.2.6 Loop filter 

3 different filters are used depending on the transform size and a flatness 

measured around the edge in order to eliminate blocking artifacts on boundary 
types. 

 

2.5.2.7 Segmentation 

VP9's segmentation is flexible, allowing segmenting an image into 8 
segments, with the possibility of specifying on each of them the quantizer, the 
loop filter strength, the prediction reference frame and the block skip mode. 

 

2.5.2.8 VP9 Bit-stream Features 
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Some of the VP9 Bit-stream features are the frame level error-resilience and 
frame-parallel mode. Also, each frame can be split into column-based tiles 
(which is called Tiling) and alternate the resolution of the reference frames. 

 

For more information (e.g. some tests) about the VP9 the reader is referred to 

[12] and [10] . 
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3. Method 
 

3.1 System Requirements and 
Settings 

 

3.1.1 System Requirements 

 

The computer used in the tests has the following features: 

 

HP Pavilion dv6 Notebook PC 

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3610QM CPU @ 2.30 GHz 

RAM 6.0 GB 

Operating Systems at 64 bits 

 

The laptop works on Windows72Home Premium, so to work for Linux a Virtual 

Machine (Oracle VM Virtual Box)3 was installed to use Ubuntu4 (RAM 2GB). 

 

3.1.2 MJPEG 2000 

 

Encoder 

The MJPEG 2000 encoder used is the one provided by the Open JPEG official 
website5 (version 2.0 for a 64-bit Windows).  

An example of command line to compress the video is at it follows: 

opj_mj2_compress.exe -i Kimono1_1920x1080_24.yuv -o    

Kimono1_40.mj2 -q 40 -F 24 -W 1920,1080,2,2 

 

Where:  

Required parameters: 

-i  : source file <-i source.yuv> 

                                            
2
 windows.microsoft.com/  

3
 https://www.virtualbox.org/  

4
 www.ubuntu.com/  

5
 www.openjpeg.org/  
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-o : destination file <-o destination_file.mj2> 

Optional parameters: 

-q : psnr, quality in dB  

-F : Video frame rate <default 25> 

-W : image width, height and the dx and dy subsampling of the Cb and Cr 
component for YUV files <default 352,288,2,2 for CIF format's 352x288 and 

4:2:0> 

 

In order to obtain the different points that form the PSNR-Bitrate graphs the 
previous command line is introduced changing the -q value each time. 

 

Decoder 

An option to visualize the coded videos is to decompress the encoded videos 

and obtain a YUV file, easier to reproduce.  

There are some players which reproduce .yuv videos. Some examples are 

"yuvplayer6" and "YUV Player Deluxe7". A JPEG2000 Player is the "OPJ Viewer8".  

The MJEPG 2000 decoder used is also the one provided by the Open JPEG 

official website9 (version 2.0 for a 64-bit Windows).  

An example of the command line to decompress the mj2 videos is the 
following: 

opj_mj2_decompress.exe Kimono1_40.mj2 Kimono1_dec.yuv 

 

It follows the next structure: 

opj_mj2_decompress.exe inputfile.mj2 outputfile.yuv 

 

3.1.3 H.264/AVC 

Encoder 

The encoder used is the JSVM 9.19.15.b10 [15] The following line is an 
example of H.264 command line. 

./Encoder_H264 -pf 

Kimono1_1920x1080_24Hz_8b_P420_GOP8_IP24_240frms_QP20.cfg.txt 

 

Where: 

                                            
6
 http://www.softpedia.es/programa-YUV-Player-214926.html 

7
 http://www.yuvplayer.com/ 

8
 dsplab.diei.unipg.it › Software  

9
 http://www.openjpeg.org/ 

10
 ftp://ftp.hhi.de/ieee-tcsvt/2012/ 

http://dsplab.diei.unipg.it/software
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-pf    :  Parameter File Name 

 

Inside the Parameter file there are all the parameters the encoder H.264 
needs to work. It's possible to change the values of the  parameters changing 

the content of the Parameter file (to see an example of the Parameter file go to 
the Annex 1) or , by adding other values to the parameters using the command 
line. 

 

Decoder 

There is no need to specify an especial command line for the decoder as in the 
Parameter file there's one line which produces a .yuv file of the same quality as 
the compressed one (so the decodification process is done without adding new 

commands). The first line of the Parameter file gives name to this file, as it's 
shown in the example. 

 

Kimono1_1920x1080_24Hz_8b_P420_GOP8_IP24_240frms_QP20.enc.yuv 

 

3.1.4 x265 

The second implementation of HEVC studied in this thesis is the x265 
downloaded from the DivX HEVC Community11.  

 

3.1.4.1 x265 Installation 

The Linux source code of x265 has been downloaded from DixV labs.  

x265 is quite new so there are few players which can reproduce it. Divx HEVC 
has the tools to do this. But in order to compress, decompress and reproduce 

x265 there are some steps to be follow. First of all download and install DivX 
Player 9.1.3. Later, download HEVC plugin v1.1 for Divx Web Player (Divx HEVC 

Decode, Divx MKV Source) and after that, download the MKVToolNix v6.2.0 
binaries.  

MKVToolNix is a set of open source used to mux Matroska files. The tools 

support AVC, VP8, HEVC... They have added the ability to mux and demux DivX 
HEVC streams into the MKV container. 

The next step is to get the source code and build instructions from the 
MKVToolNix project. There is HEVC Documentation to learn how to use the MKV 
ToolNix. 

At the end, HEVC sequences can be obtained and then, convert them to mkv 
in order to reproduce them in the DivX Player. 

 

3.1.4.2 x265 Inter Mode 
                                            

11
 http://labs.divx.com/divx265 
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Encoder  

The x265 encoder used in this project works on Linux.  

Below there is an example of command line. 

./x265 --input Kimono_1920x1080_24.yuv --input-res 1920x1080 -q 40 

--input-csp rgb --fps 24 -o Kimono1_40.hevc 

 

Where: 

--input : Input file name (Raw YUV or Y4M format) 

--input-res : Source picture size wxh   

-q : Base QP for CQP mode (Default 32) 

--input-csp : Source Color Space Parameter 

--fps : Source Frame Rate 

-o : Output file name (Raw HEVC bitstream) 

 

Decoder 

To reproduce the HEVC Video DixV Player can be used. But before that the 
.hevc format is transformed to .mkv format. There is a simple command line 

that has to be introduced in the Windows cmd, like the one from the following 
example. 

mkvmerge Kimono1_40.hevc -o Kimono1_out.mkv 

 

Where: 

mkvmerge input_sequence.hevc -o output_sequence.mkv 

 

3.1.4.3 x265 Intra Mode 

 

Encoder 

In order to enable a fair comparison between the different standard, x265 was 
configured to run in Intra mode as MJPEG 2000 works in that mode. To configure 

it, some parameters must be added to the "Inter mode command line". The 
following line is an example: 

./x265 --input Kimono_1920x1080_24.yuv --input-res 1920x1080 -q 40 

--input-csp rgb --fps 24 --bframes 0 -i 1 -o Kimono1_40.hevc 

 

These new parameters mean: 

--bframes : Maximun number of consecutive Bframes (default 3) 
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-i : Maximum intra period in frames (default 250) 

 

Doing so all the frames of the sequence are coded as I (Intra). 

 

Decoder 

 

The decoder is just the same as in the x265 Inter mode. 

 

3.1.5 HEVC (HM 8.0) 

 

For HEVC, the reference software 8.012 provided by [15]  is used. 

 

3.1.5.1  HEVC (HM 8.0) Inter Mode 

 

Encoder 

 

The encoder works on linux and an example of command line is shown below: 

./Encoder_HEVC -c 

Kimono1_1920x1080_24Hz_8b_P420_GOP8_IP8_240frms_QP_40.cfg.txt 

 

Where: 

-c :      configuration file name 

 

Inside the Configuration file there are all the parameters the encoder HEVC 
needs to work. It's possible to change the values of the  parameters changing 

the content of the Configuration file (to see an example of the Configuration file 
go to the Annex 2) or, by adding other values to the parameters using the 
command line. 

 

Decoder 

There is no need to specify a specific command line for the decoder as, in the 
Configuration file there's one line which produces a .yuv file of the same quality 
as the compressed one (so there is no need of an external decodification 

process. This .yuv file is called ReconFile, and  the line bellow is an example. 

 

                                            
12

 ftp://ftp.hhi.de/ieee-tcsvt/2012/ 
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ReconFile                      : 

Kimono1_1920x1080_24Hz_8b_P420_GOP8_IP24_240frms_QP20.enc.yuv 

 

3.1.5.2  HEVC (HM 8.0) Intra Mode 

 

HEVC HM 8.0 can also work in Intra Mode, in order to obtain more reliable 

comparisons between MJPEG2000. For that, some parameters have to be 
changed. The command line is the same as the Inter mode provided that the 
Configuration file is modified. 

./Encoder_HEVC -c 

Kimono1_1920x1080_24Hz_8b_P420_GOP1_IP1_240frms_QP_40.cfg.txt 

 

The previous Inter frames will become Intra. Almost the same configuration 
file of HEVC "inter tests" can be used.  

Once the following changes are applied, Intra mode will be running. 

 

List of changes in the Configuration file: 

Intra period : 1 

GOP Size : 1 

Frame1 : B 1 0 1 0 4 0 

Loop filter Disable : 1 

 

Decoder 

It works just the same as in the HEVC HM 8.0 Inter mode. 

 

3.1.5.3  HEVC (HM 8.0) Lossless Intra Mode  

 

Let's compare now lossless Intra mode HEVC. 

A couple of changes are required to obtain the lossless Intra mode HEVC: 

QP : 0 

LosslessCuEnabled : 1  

 

 

In figure 4.1 results are shown, comparing the original file size of the video 
with the compressed file for the different codecs in lossless mode. The ratio 

between the original size and the compressed file is called the Compression 
ratio. 
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Decoder 

 

It works just the same as in the HEVC HM 8.0 Inter mode. 

 

3.2 Evaluating criteria 
 

For the tests, some standard video sequences with different resolutions and 
frequencies have been chosen. The aim is to compare the behavior of 

MotionJPEG2000, H264, x265 and HEVC (HM 8.0) for different situations and 
sequences13. 

The sequences fit inside what it's usually called as Entertainment sequences 
(opposite to Interactive where delays are critical and more important than high 
quality). 

For H.264 and HEVC 8.0 configurations, I frames are inserted at regular 
intervals (approximately each 1 s) for all the video sequences. Such frequent 

periodic intra refreshes are typical and used to enable fast random access (for 
example channel switching). 

 

The sequences used in the tests are the following: 

 

Name Resolution Frame Rate Number of 
frames 

Length 

RaceHorses 832x480 30 Hz 300 10 s 

PartyScene 832x480 50 Hz 500 10 s 

BQMall 832x480 60 Hz 600 10 s 

Kimono1 1920x1080 24 Hz 240 10 s 

BasketballDrive 1920x1080 50 Hz 500 10 s 

BQTerrace 1920x1080 60 Hz 600 10 s 

 

All the sequences used in the tests are YUV (YCbCr) 4:2:0 color format, with 8 
bit/color sample. 

 

The PSNR has been calculated as:  

                                            
13

 http://basakoztas.net/hevc-test-sequences/ 
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PSNRYUV =  
                         

 
     (Eq 1) 

 

The bit rate has been calculated as: 

Bitrate (b/s) =
                        

                       
 = 

      
    

                 

    
  (Eq 2) 
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4. Experimental Results 
 

4.1 Lossless Coding Comparison 

4.1.1 Compression Ratio 

 

The first test is the comparison in lossless mode of the different standards. In 

the figure 4.1 the relation between the original sequence file and the 
compressed file is shown. This is called the compression ratio.  

As H.264 has worse results than HEVC in this issue H.264 lossless is not in the 
Comparison of Compression Ratio. 

 

  

MJPEG 2000   
HEVC HM 8.0 
Intra   x265 Intra   

Sequence 
Original File 
Size (kbytes) 

Compressed 
Size (kbytes) Ratio 

Compressed 
Size (kbytes) Ratio 

Compressed 
Size (kbytes) Ratio 

RaceHorses 175.500 79.594 2,205 92872 1,89 89882 1,953 

PartyScene 293.085 170.483 1,719 192662 1,521 187475 1,563 

BQMall 351.585 162.317 2,166 184663 1,904 178532 1,969 

Kimono1 729.000 282.682 2,579 340176 2,143 325907 2,237 

BasketballDrive 1.521.788 673.721 2,259 756008 2,013 731059 2,082 

BQTerrace 1.825.538 920.636 1,983 1015856 1,797 988114 1,847 

Figure 4.1: Compression Ratio. Relation between the original file size and the 

compressed file size of 6 sequences for MJPEG 2000, HEVC HM 8.0 and x265 

 

As it can be seen from the results, MJPEG 2000 is the one that has better 
performance in Lossless mode. It gets the biggest Compression ratio in all the 

tested sequences. x265 obtains better results, in all the sequences, than HEVC 
HM 8.0, all of them in Intra mode. Another important issue in the lossless case is 

that MJPEG 2000 spend less time encoding, or how it can be seen as, has lower 
codec complexity. 

 

4.2 Lossy Coding Comparison 
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Label's colors for Inter and Intra Comparison: 

 

MJPEG 2000 

H264 

x265 

HEVC HM 8.0 

HEVC INTRA mode 

x265 INTRA mode 

 

Label's colors for HEVC Performance, Different I-frames: 

 

Intra Period 

All frames (300 or 600) 

64 

32 

16 

8 

 

Label's colors for HEVC Performance, Different CU Size: 

 

CU Size   Implementation 

64x64   HEVC HM 8.0 

32X32  x265 

64x64  x265 

 

 

4.2.1 Inter Comparison 
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The following comparison is between MJPEG 2000, which always work in intra 
mode; and H.264, x265 and HEVC in Inter mode.  

 

Encoded frames/s versus Bitrate: 

 

 

Figure 4.2: PSNR-Bitrate of the sequence PartyScene for MJPEG 2000, H.264, 

HEVC HM 8.0 and x265 

 

Codec Frames 

MJPEG 2000  I = 500 

H264 I = 11 

x265 I =3; P=250; B=248 

HEVC HM 8.0 I = 11 

 

From this test sequence it can be extracted that MJPEG2000 works worse than 
the other standards, by a huge difference. MJPEG gets around 8dB  (x265), 9dB 

(H.264) and more than 10 dB of less PSNR for the same bitrate.  
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Figure 4.3: PSNR-Bitrate of the sequence Kimono1 for MJPEG 2000, H.264, 

HEVC HM 8.0 and x265 

 

Codec Frames 

MJPEG 2000 I = 240 

H264 I = 10 

x265 I=2; P=102; B=136 

HEVC HM 8.0 I = 10 

 

This graph shows that the MJPEG 2000 works worse than the others codecs. 

For small bitrates the difference is really big (4 - 6 dB) but, as the bitrate rises 
the difference between MJPEG2000 gets smaller; around 2.2 dB (re HEVC HM 

8.0) and 1.8 dB (wrt x265 and H.264).  
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When the bitrate is quite big, the difference between x265 and H.264 is 
almost nonexistent while the difference between these two and HEVC HM 8.0 is 

around 0.5 dB. 

 

 

Figu 4.4: PSNR-Bitrate of the sequence BasketballDrive for MJPEG 2000, 

H.264, HEVC HM 8.0 and x265 

 

Codec Frames 

MJPEG 2000 I = 500 

H264 I = 11 

x265 I =3; P=250; B=248 

HEVC HM 8.0 I = 11 

 

This graph shows that the MJPEG 2000 performs worse than the others 
codecs. The difference is quite big, around 2.5-3 dB (wrt HEVC HM 8.0) and 2-

2.5 dB (wrt x265 and H.264).  

For small bit rates x265 has better performance than H.264 but, at a certain 

point (around 50000b/s) x265 starts working worse than x265 and its difference 
between HEVC HM 8.0 also increases. 
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The difference between H.264 and HEVC HM 8.0 is around 0.4 dB. 

 

Encoded frames/s versus Bitrate: 

 

The next table  considers just the points of higher quality (around 41.5-45 

dB). 

Bitrate 
(kb/s) PSNR (dB) e fps 

Average e 
fps 

MJPEG2000     4,385751163 

51191,2 41 4,42071826 
 56440 42 4,42931659 
 61804 43 4,32082794 
 66876,8 44 4,37937063 
 71894,4 45 4,37937063 
 HEVC HM 

8.0     0,045371194 

12304,1208 41,7618 0,0506142 
 16492,4944 43,053325 0,04696132 
 22238,9016 44,5064 0,03929415 
 H.264     0,20509065 

15008,9096 41,4060375 0,21948211 
 19866,8176 42,77075 0,20101795 
 26242,1592 44,2503125 0,19552559 
 x265     0,645226762 

34997,33 45,439 0,7 
 27725,38 43,81 0,60245319 
 20613,83 42,222 0,6 
 15731,47 40,597 0,68497842 
 

Figure 4.5: Encoded fps, Bitrate, PSNR and Average Encoded fps of the 

sequence PartyScene for MJPEG 2000, H.264, HEVC HM 8.0 and x265 

 

In terms of encoded frames per second MJPEG 2000 outperforms the others 

by a huge difference. MJPEG2000 is almost 7 times faster than x265, 22 times 
faster than H.264 and 109 times faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 

If only the relations between the 3 slower is taken, x265 is around 3 times 
faster than H.264 and 16 times faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 
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The next table considers just the points of higher quality (around 43-45 dB). 

Bitrate 
(kb/s) PSNR (dB) e fps 

Average e 
fps 

MJPEG2000     1,1926459 

31408,8 43 1,19278366 
 43349,6 44 1,19397045 
 55752,8 45 1,19118523 
 HEVC HM 

8.0     0,007413718 

6958,2896 42,894775 0,00864668 
 10792,4056 43,4528625 0,00886513 
 17914,804 44,12355 0,00633845 
 29466,1688 45,043075 0,00621766 
 H.264     0,01801055 

13506,74 43,1858375 0,01828401 
 21246,3016 43,9159875 0,0183475 
 33545,216 44,8904375 0,01741536 
 x265     0,176488728 

44,774 31849,3 0,15 
 43,667 17528,68 0,17 
 42,82 10111,35 0,21558113 
 

Figure 4.6: Encoded fps, Bitrate, PSNR and Average Encoded fps of the 

sequence Kimono1 for MJPEG 2000, H.264, HEVC HM 8.0 and x265 

 

In terms of encoded frames per second MJPEG 2000 outperforms the others 

by a huge difference. MJPEG2000 is almost 7.5 times faster than x265, 66 times 
faster than H.264 and 170 times faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 

If only the relations between the 3 slower is taken, x265 is around 9 times 

faster than H.264 and 23 times faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 

 

The next graph considers just the points of higher quality (around 42-44.7 
dB). 

Bitrate 
(kb/s) PSNR (dB) e fps 

Average e 
fps 

MJPEG2000     0,998648222 

107959,281 42 0,97945299 
 136649,9 43 0,98649234 
 163361,277 44 1,0067721 
 193593,613 45 1,02244898 
 HEVC HM 

8.0     0,005142077 

51217,4632 42,2434125 0,00609745 
 81097,0552 43,511725 0,00505076 
 117845,911 45,063625 0,00441479 
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H.264     0,014010072 

58078,1064 42,078675 0,01461284 
 89333,9112 43,460575 0,01335531 
 126293,19 45,006125 0,0140907 
 x265     0,155774823 

125298,1 44,419 0,14 
 80439,59 42,867 0,15 
 49596,67 41,645 0,18 
 

Figure 4.7: Encoded fps, Bitrate, PSNR and Average Encoded fps of the 

sequence BasketballDrive for MJPEG 2000, H.264, HEVC HM 8.0 and x265 

 

In terms of encoded frames per second MJPEG 2000 outperforms the others 
by a huge difference. MJPEG2000 is almost 7 times faster than x265, 100 times 

faster than H.264 and 200 times faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 

If only the relations between the 3 slower is taken, x265 is around 14.5 times 

faster than H.264 and 29 times faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 

 

Inter coding preliminary conclusions 

Talking about PSNR versus bitrate the first thing that comes to mind is that 
MJPEG 2000 is the one with worse results, x265 and H.264 have similar 

performances (H.264 even a little better in some cases) and HEVC HM 8.0 
outperforms all of them. HEVC HM 8.0 gets around 0.4 to 2 dB more compared 

to x265, 0.4 to 1 compared to H.264 and 2.2 to 10 dB compared to MJPEG 2000. 
Even though, this last comparison depends on the bitrate and the resolution of 
the sequences since MJPEG 2000 behaves better for high resolutions and high 

bitrate.  

About the e fps  versus bitrate graphs, almost the opposite happens. MJPEG is 

the fastest  by difference, being 7 times faster than x265 (the faster of the other 
three). Also, this difference increases for higher resolutions. 

This first results can lead to some conclusions. The first is that comparing the 

two implementations of the HEVC standard it is possible to appreciate that x265 
gives more importance to the low delays (or complexity) whereas the HM 8.0 

cares more about the coding efficiency. The second conclusion is that, for these 
resolutions the code which gets higher efficiency is the HEVC whereas the MJPEG 
2000 gets the lowest delay (and the opposite). 

 

4.2.2 HEVC Performance 
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Figure 4.8: PSNR-Bitrate of the sequence RaceHorses encoded by HEVC HM 

8.0 with different number of I-frames 
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 The curve I=1 (only one intra frame per sequence) is the only curve that 

changes its behavior when incrementing bitrate (it goes from being the worse to 
the best). But, as it can be seen in the figure 4.8, in this case the bitrate 

differences (for the same PSNR) between the curves are very small (around 12% 
for small bitrates and 6% for big bitrates between the most remote curves). 
Still, it's always a little more efficient the one with less intra frames (with the 

exception of the I=1 behavior commented before).  

Intra Period Frames 

300 I = 1 

64 I = 5 

32 I = 10 

16 I = 19 

8 I = 38 
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Figure 4.9: PSNR-Bitrate of the sequence Kimono1 encoded by HEVC HM 8.0 

with different number of I-frames 
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 As it can be seen in figure 4.9 the differences between the curves are small 
(but bigger if compared to the once obtained in figure 4.8). The difference of 
bitrate for the same PSNR of the most distant curves (I=1 and I=30) is around 

the 23%. 

Bitrate 
(kb/s) PSNR (dB) e fps 

Average e 
fps 

I=1 I=1 I=1 0,0470905 

11925,3464 43,643125 0,0328545 
 6550,1104 41,0989125 0,03714476 
 3785,6656 38,54135 0,04100971 
 1612,5816 36,2865125 0,04400311 
 866,4776 34,21455 0,06273762 
 486,8936 32,3697 0,04986777 
 267,67752 30,5977375 0,07452861 
 I=5 I=5 I=5 0,04776503 

12031,7816 43,6601625 0,03289192 
 3260,9576 38,5585375 0,04685128 
 1673,2752 36,313125 0,05309913 
 910,0896 34,2447375 0,04745281 
 514,2128 32,39695 0,04096385 
 281,4944 30,6444375 0,07466197 
 I=19 I=19 I=19 0,05679646 

12348,1592 43,706175 0,03859886 
 6907,4664 41,157275 0,03784615 
 3466,5824 38,615425 0,05247847 
 1823,4816 36,383725 0,06036922 
 1016,9848 34,33135 0,06314925 
 582,492 32,47965 0,0711219 
 321,1768 30,7337875 0,09172433 
 I=38 I=38 I=38 0,06157568 

12686,696 43,7739 0,03969036 
 

Intra Period Frames 

240 I = 1 

64 I = 4 

32 I = 8 

16 I = 15 

8 I = 30 
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7180,6312 41,225025 0,04367562 
 3682,9136 38,7073875 0,05574675 
 1993,828 36,5068125 0,0681103 
 1148,6504 34,476 0,07545404 
 670,9336 32,61865 0,07895797 
 371,8864 30,8660375 0,08559128 
 

Figure 4.10: Encoded fps, Bitrate, PSNR and Average Encoded fps of the 

sequence RaceHorses encoded by HEVC HM 8.0 with different numbers of I-

frames 

 

Race Horses, because of its resolution and frame rate, is the one that has the 

fastest encoding process. That's why small variations in the state of the 
computer at the moment of the encoding are more visible in the values of 
encoded fps..  

As it can be seen in figure 4.10, the values of encoded fps go higher as the 
number of used I-frames increase. For example, the difference between the two 

most distant curves, from a certain bitrate, is around 0.01 fps (1.25 times 
faster). 
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Figure 4.11: Encoded fps-Bitrate of the sequence Kimono1 encoded by HEVC 

HM 8.0 with different numbers of I-frames 

 

In this case, the behavior is similar that in figure 4.10, but in this case the 

difference between the most remote is a little bigger (around 1.5 times faster). 

 

Variable I-frames Conclusions 

 

Analyzing these curves it's clear that the tendency of efps vs bitrate is inverse 

to the PSNR-bitrate tendency.  

As the number of used I-frames gets higher, efps values increase. That's 

because an I-frame does not need information from other frames to be encoded, 
resulting in a faster encoding process. On the other hand, HEVC has a better 
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coding efficiency when it exploits the inter-mode (as it will be seen afterwards). 
Thus, for less I-frames less bits will be needed to achieve an specific PSNR. 

It can also be seen that the difference of PSNR and e fps using more or less I-
frames increase as the resolution of the sequence also increases. 

 

CU Size Variations 

 

In the next sequence test the new CU Size parameter introduced in the HEVC 
HM 8.0 is tested. 

 

Figure 4.12: PSNR-Bitrate of the sequence Kimono1 encoded by HEVC HM 8.0 

and x265 changing the CU Size. 

 

It can be seen that for low bitrates the performance of 64x64 and 32x32 CU 

Size is similar but as the bitrate increases, the biggest size (64x64) starts to 
have better (than 32x32)  though it's also observable that is not a huge 

difference in this specific sequence  and in this implementation of the standard 
(around 0.1 dB). 
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Figure 4.13: Encoded fps-Bitrate of the sequence Kimono1 encoded by HEVC 

HM 8.0 and x265 changing the CU Size. 

 

As it was expected, working with smaller CU sizes is faster, because its less 

complex. 

 

4.2.3 Intra Comparison 

 

PSNR versus bitrate: 
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Figure 4.14: PSNR-Bitrate of the sequence RaceHorses for MJPEG 2000, 

H.264, HEVC HM 8.0, x265, Intra HEVC HM 8.0 and Intra x265 

 

Codec Frames 

MJPEG 2000 I = 300 

H264 I = 10 

x265 I=2; P=150; B= 148 

HEVC HM 8.0 I = 10 

HEVC INTRA mode I = 300 

x265 INTRA mode I = 300 

 

Let's analyze the figure 4.14. The best performance in this case is the HEVC 

HM 8.0 and the worse the MJPEG 2000, and the difference between them (and 
respect the others codecs too) gets smaller as the bitrate increases. 
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For lower bitrates, (e.g 5000 kb/s) MJPEG 2000 gets around 6.3 dB (wrt HEVC 
HM 8.0), 5.5 dB (wrt H.264 and x265), 2.3 dB (wrt Intra HM 8.0) and 2.1dB (wrt 
Intra x265) less.  

For higher bitrates (e.g. 15000 kb/s) MJPEG 2000 gets around 4 dB (wrt HEVC 
HM 8.0), 3.5 dB (wrt H.264), 2.9 dB (wrt x265), 1.9 dB (wrt Intra HM 8.0) and 

1.5 dB (wrt Intra x265) less.  

 

 

Figure 4.15: PSNR-Bitrate of the sequence BQMall for MJPEG 2000, H.264, 

HEVC HM 8.0, x265, Intra HEVC HM 8.0 and Intra x265 
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x265 INTRA mode I = 600 

 

The best performance in this case is also the HEVC HM 8.0 and the worse the 

MJPEG 2000, but the difference between them (and respect the others codecs 
too) gets smaller as the bitrate increases, just as happened in the figure 4.14. 

For lower bitrates, (e.g 10000 kb/s) MJPEG 2000 gets around 7.5 dB (wrt 

HEVC HM 8.0), 7 dB (wrt H.264), 6.5 dB (wrt x265), 2.2 dB (wrt Intra HM 8.0 
and Intra x265) less.  

For higher bitrates (e.g. 20000 kb/s) MJPEG 2000 gets around 5.1 dB (wrt 
HEVC HM 8.0), 4.6 dB (wrt H.264), 4.3 dB (wrt x265), 1.7 dB (wrt Intra HM 8.0) 
and 1.5 dB (wrt Intra x265) less.  

 

 

Figure 4.16: PSNR-Bitrate of the sequence BQTerrace for MJPEG 2000, H.264, 

HEVC HM 8.0, x265, Intra HEVC HM 8.0 and Intra x265 
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HEVC INTRA mode I = 600 

x265 INTRA mode I = 600 

 

The best performance in this case is also the HEVC HM 8.0 and the worse the 

MJPEG 2000, In this case the difference between them (and respect the others 
inter mode codecs too) gets smaller as the bitrate increases, just as happened in 

the figure 4.15, but the difference between MJPEG2000 and the Intra-mode 
codecs increases as the bitrate rises. 

For lower bitrates, (e.g. 75000 kb/s) MJPEG 2000 gets around 4.4 dB (wrt 

HEVC HM 8.0), 4 dB (wrt H.264), 3.4 dB (wrt x265), 2 dB (wrt Intra HM 8.0) 
and 1.8 dB (wrt Intra x265) less.  

For higher bitrates (e.g. 200000 kb/s) MJPEG 2000 gets around 4.2 dB (wrt 
HEVC HM 8.0), 3.9 dB (wrt H.264), 3 dB (wrt x265 and  Intra HM 8.0) and 2.6 
dB (wrt Intra x265) less.  

 

Encoded fps versus bitrate: 

 

The next table represents just the points with higher quality of the different 
standards, around 42-45 dB of PSNR. 

Bitrate (kb/s) PSNR (dB) e fps 
Average e 
fps 

MJPEG2000     58,43197712 

17351,2 42 58,15 
 19787,2 43 58,39 
 22486,4 44 58,36 
 25034,4 45 58,83 
 HEVC HM 8.0     
 9085,0944 42,356 0,03817994 0,035655051 

12138,284 43,6743375 0,0354506 
 15977,1728 45,144925 0,03348917 
 H.264     
 10134,0352 42,155275 0,13295044 0,129788736 

13388,3912 43,5371125 0,11993812 
 17353,8112 44,995725 0,13710838 
 x265     
 17614,25 44,5 0,49315339 0,538905723 

13372,52 43,103 0,39541321 
 10136,4 41,714 0,80261116 
 HEVC INTRA 

MODE     0,138927815 

14982,4264 42,6796125 0,08610792 
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18265,03 44,06175 0,16763616 
 22385,5744 45,6085625 0,18576196 
 x265 INTRA 

MODE     0,472345965 

23415,05 45,53 0,50211726 
 19300,35 44,042 0,38064786 
 15855,01 42,649 0,60294236 
 13024,48 41,31 0,431953 
 

Figure 4.17: Encoded fps, Bitrate, PSNR and Average Encoded fps of the 

sequence RaceHorses for MJPEG 2000, H.264, HEVC HM 8.0, x265, Intra HEVC 

HM 8.0 and Intra x265 

 

In terms of encoded frames per second MJPEG 2000 is faster than the others. 
MJPEG2000 is around 130 times faster than Intra x265 and x265, 343 times 

faster than Intra HEVC HM 8.0, 465 times faster than H.264 and 1669 times 
faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 

If only the relations between the 5 slower are taken, x265 and Intra x265 are 

2.6 times faster than Intra HEVC HM 8.0 3.4 times faster than H.264 and 13 
times faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 

 

The next table represents just the points with higher quality of the different 
standards, around 41.5-45 dB of PSNR. 

Bitrate (kb/s) PSNR (dB) e fps 
Average e 

fps 

MJPEG2000     5,187757596 

25590,4 41 5,19267323 
 30359,2 42 5,20526589 
 36313,6 43 5,19312192 
 42599,2 44 5,17033723 
 49052,8 45 5,17746382 
 HEVC HM 8.0     
 7372,792 42,8415125 0,06268322 0,047966936 

11417,2584 43,7133625 0,05468784 
 17634,7472 44,811875 0,03219466 
 H.264     
 8788,5536 42,5394625 0,17899068 0,158906094 

13026,2184 43,444775 0,17293507 
 19601,404 44,5636125 0,12963078 
 x265     
 45,661 28742,69 0,62 0,885849488 

44,242 19701,4 0,86 
 43,005 12510,28 0,7 
 41,865 8186,26 1,16624299 
 41,134 5703,91 1,253206 
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HEVC INTRA 
MODE     0,216186392 

19120,084 41,5273375 0,22939814 
 23371,9488 42,6123375 0,23024675 
 28897,4296 43,7222375 0,2018795 
 36933,5744 45,030725 0,20485087 
 x265 INTRA 

MODE     0,564186106 

40422,08 45,156 0,48425759 
 31531,35 43,829 0,63184499 
 25104,8 42,68 0,57416268 
 20417,58 41,565 0,57672344 
 

Figure 4.18: Encoded fps, Bitrate, PSNR and Average Encoded fps of the 

sequence BQMall for MJPEG 2000, H.264, HEVC HM 8.0, x265, Intra HEVC HM 

8.0 and Intra x265 

 

In terms of encoded frames per second MJPEG 2000 outperforms the others 

by a huge difference. MJPEG2000 is around 7 times faster than x265, 17 times 
faster than Intra x265, 28 times faster than Intra HEVC HM 8.0, 30 times faster 

than H.264 and 103 times faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 

If only the relations between the 5 slower are taken, x265 is around 2 times 
faster than Intra x265, 4 times faster than Intra HEVC HM 8.0 and H.264, and 

14 times faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 

 

The next table represents just the points with higher quality of the different 
standards, around 41.5-45 dB of PSNR. 

Bitrate (kb/s) PSNR (dB) e fps 
Average e 
fps 

MJPEG2000     0,904415923 

207367,987 41 0,89399935 
 236627,221 42 0,89661346 
 270049,917 43 0,89433193 
 301759,468 44 0,93790477 
 334792,413 45 0,89999701 
 HEVC HM 8.0     
 111274,695 41,728425 0,00300227 0,002689911 

158956,058 43,5219375 0,0026692 
 208245,825 45,2766625 0,00242876 
 H.264     
 118232,558 41,573875 0,02186964 0,020568371 

166987,128 43,386625 0,02204091 
 216533,074 45,0958125 0,01805213 
 x265     
 266768,55 45,58 0,10233916 0,11981348 
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210984,99 43,995 0,12582962 
 160321,18 42,48 0,11889125 
 115876,57 40,958 0,13460096 
 HEVC INTRA 

MODE     0,017245281 

137618,558 40,7502125 0,02119062 
 180164,443 42,6626625 0,01709024 
 218463,508 44,363675 0,0164134 
 259271,146 45,887125 0,01487959 
 x265 INTRA 

MODE     0,090805132 

259737,32 45,571 0,08963157 
 220245,35 44,043 0,08713078 
 183040,4 42,364 0,08488784 
 144903,31 40,651 0,10255656 
 

Figure 4.19: Encoded fps,Bitrate, PSNR and Average Encoded fps of the 

sequence BQTerrace for MJPEG 2000, H.264, HEVC HM 8.0, x265, Intra HEVC 

HM 8.0 and Intra x265 

 

In terms of encoded frames per second MJPEG 2000 outperforms the others 

by a really big difference. MJPEG2000 is around 7.5 times faster than x265, 10 
times faster than Intra x265, 45 times faster than H.264, 56 times faster than 
Intra HEVC HM 8.0 and 333 times faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 

If only the relations between the 5 slower are taken, x265 is around 10 times 
faster than Intra x265, 6 times faster than H.264, 7.5 times faster than Intra 

HEVC HM 8.0 and 44 times faster than HEVC HM 8.0. 

 

Intra conclusions 

Watching the inter comparisons also done in the previous tests, similar results 
are obtain than the ones from the other sequences. 

We now focus on the comparison between the inter-intra and between intra-
intra modes.  

First of all, the difference between using intra or inter depends on the 

frequency and the bitrate. For lower bitrates and lower resolutions the difference 
between intra and inter gets bigger and vice versa. Also, the implementation 

used affects that difference, been bigger for HM 8.0 than for x265. 

In any of these cases but, MJPEG 2000 has better efficiency than the Intra 
implementations, although its results are nearer than with the inter. 

Talking about delays, x265 Intra is slower than x265 inter opposite that what 
happens with the HEVC HM 8.0 implementation, which improves his speed (even 

more if the resolution is higher). 
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5. Conclusions and future 
work 

 

After studying the DCI specifications and the features for the different 
standards some tests have been done. 

The chosen sequences are six videos extracted from the set of “Entertainment 
sequences”. This choice was made because these sequences are more similar to 
the ones adopted in Digital Cinema. All the sequences have different resolutions 

and frame rate (having 3 of them with resolution 832x480 and the other 3 
1920x1080, with frequencies of 24, 30, 50  60). 

When designing a video standard, the standard has to give freedom to the 
developers to produce their implementations. This freedom is one of the reasons 
of why is so complicated to compare video coding standards, as many of the 

elements that affect the quality of the obtained results are out of the standard 
and depends a lot on each implementation. The comparison strongly depends on 

the sequences, the resolutions, the bitrate and the applications. Recent papers  
studying the same topic, differ so much in their results.  

Compression ratio has been used to measure the lossless compression giving 
the results that Intra x265 gets better ratio than Intra HEVC HM 8.0 and that 
MJPEG 2000 outperforms both of them.  

 Also, it is worth noting that performance are strongly affected by the way 
coding is performed (inter vs intra mode). MJPEG 2000 uses intra-frames only 

while usually the other standard strongly relies of inter frames (e.g. VP9, H.265 
and HEVC). Inter-code standard can work in Intra mode but their coding 
efficiency is reduced.  

HEVC HM 8.0 has the biggest coding efficiency (having around 0.4 to 2 more 
dB compared to x265, 0.4 to 1 compared to H.264/AVC and 2.2 to 10 compared 

to MJPEG 2000). MJPEG 2000 performance improves with higher resolutions and 
bitrates (the difference between MJPEG 2000 and the other standards are 
smaller in these situations). 

The two implementations of HEVC studied in this project have different 
performances. x265 implements less HEVC tools, but it takes care of its 

complexity (that is the reason of its higher encoding speed) whereas HEVC HM 
8.0 implements more HEVC features but it's not so worried about complexity. As 
a result, HEVC HM 8.0 is slower but more efficient.  

Professional motion picture production requires access to each individual 
frame of the movie so it is important to also perform comparisons in Intra mode. 

Talking about the differences between using intra or inter depends on the 
frequency and the bitrate. For lower bitrates and resolutions the difference 
between intra and inter gets bigger and vice versa. Also, the implementation 

used affects that difference, being bigger for the HEVC HM 8.0 than for the 
x265. It can also be seen in the graphs that Intra modes seem to behave better 

(they are more efficient)  for low frame rates (e.g 24 Hz) or at least their 
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difference between them and the inter codecs is smaller. Maybe, because as the 
frequency rises, consecutive frames are more similar, and inter modes exploit 

this feature. Although MJPEG 2000 results are nearer to the intra-modes than 
the inter-modes, MJPEG 2000 is still worse than both HEVC implementations 

(talking about coding efficiency).  

As a general rule, it has been shown that MJPEG 2000 is the fastest (less 
complex) standard, followed by x265 (7 times slower), HEVC HM 8.0 (in Intra 

mode), H.264 and HEVC HM 8.0 (in Inter mode).  

To conclude, HEVC is a really promising new standard and at least for the 

resolutions showed in the paper is more efficient than MJPEG 2000. As it can be 
seen in the Netflix 4k news, it's already starting to spread and for a least some 
applications it seems the best standard at the moment. 

For future works, it would be interesting to test higher resolutions (like 
3840x2160) as they are needed in Digital Cinema, and see the comparison 

between MJPEG 2000 and HEVC both in inter and intra mode. DCI values the 
scalability of MJPEG 2000 but the coding efficiency is also a really important 
feature for cinema  and HEVC coding efficiency is better than MJPEG2000's.  

With the obtained results is not sure to admit that HEVC will be better for 
super high definition digital cinema because the resolutions tested are lower. For 

example as it can be seen in [14], H.264 behaves better for lower resolutions 
but then MJPEG 2000 seems to outperform it for 4k resolutions. 

Also, it would be good to compare the objective measurements of quality used 
in this thesis (e.g. PSNR) with subjective tests because at the end, the important 
quality measurement is the one done by the viewers. 
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7. Annexes 
 

Annex 1 

Example of configuration file of H.264/AVC 

 

Kimono1_1920x1080_24Hz_8b_P420_GOP8_IP24_240frms_QP20.enc.yuv 

SourceWidth                    : 1920 

SourceHeight                   : 1080 

InputBitDepth                  : 8 

FrameRate                      : 24 

FramesToBeEncoded              : 240 

QP                             : 20 

SearchRange                    : 128 

MaxCUWidth                     : 64 

MaxCUHeight                    : 64 

MaxPartitionDepth              : 4 

QuadtreeTULog2MaxSize          : 5 

QuadtreeTULog2MinSize          : 2 

QuadtreeTUMaxDepthIntra        : 3 

QuadtreeTUMaxDepthInter        : 3 

FrameSkip                      : 0 

IntraPeriod                    : 24 

DecodingRefreshType            : 1 

GOPSize                        : 8 

Frame1                         : B    8   1        0.442    0           

4            1       4         -8 -10 -12 -16         0 

Frame2                         : B    4   2        0.3536   0           

2            1       3         -4 -6  4               1        4        5         

1 1 0 0 1 

Frame3                         : B    2   3        0.3536   0           

2            1       4         -2 -4  2 6             1        2        4         

1 1 1 1 

Frame4                         : B    1   4        0.68     0           

2            0       4         -1  1  3 7             1        1        5         

1 0 1 1 1 

Frame5                         : B    3   4        0.68     0           

2            0       4         -1 -3  1 5             1       -2        5         

1 1 1 1 0 

Frame6                         : B    6   3        0.3536   0           

2            1       4         -2 -4 -6 2             1       -3        5         

1 1 1 1 0 
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Frame7                         : B    5   4        0.68     0           

2            0       4         -1 -5  1 3             1        1        5         

1 0 1 1 1 

Frame8                         : B    7   4        0.68     0           

2            0       4         -1 -3 -7 1             1       -2        5         

1 1 1 1 0 

ListCombination                : 1 

FastSearch                     : 1 

BipredSearchRange              : 4 

HadamardME                     : 1 

FEN                            : 0 

FDM                            : 0 

ECU                            : 0 

CFM                            : 0 

ESD                            : 0 

MaxDeltaQP                     : 0 

MaxCuDQPDepth                  : 0 

DeltaQpRD                      : 0 

RDOQ                           : 1 

CbQpOffset                     : 0 

CrQpOffset                     : 0 

DeblockingFilterControlPresent : 0 

LoopFilterOffsetInPPS          : 0 

LoopFilterDisable              : 0 

LoopFilterBetaOffset_div2      : 0 

LoopFilterTcOffset_div2        : 0 

InternalBitDepth               : 8 

SAO                            : 1 

AMP                            : 1 

TS                             : 1 

TSFast                         : 1 

SAOLcuBoundary                 : 0 

SAOLcuBasedOptimization        : 1 

SignHideFlag                   : 1 

TMVPMode                       : 1 

SliceMode                      : 0 

SliceArgument                  : 1500 

LFCrossSliceBoundaryFlag       : 1 

PCMEnabledFlag                 : 0 

PCMLog2MaxSize                 : 5 

PCMLog2MinSize                 : 3 
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PCMInputBitDepthFlag           : 1 

PCMFilterDisableFlag           : 0 

UniformSpacingIdc              : 0 

NumTileColumnsMinus1           : 0 

ColumnWidthArray               : 2 3 

NumTileRowsMinus1              : 0 

RowHeightArray                 : 2 

LFCrossTileBoundaryFlag        : 1 

WaveFrontSynchro               : 0 

ScalingList                    : 0 

ScalingListFile                : scaling_list.txt 

LosslessCuEnabled              : 0 

TransquantBypassEnableFlag     : 0 

CUTransquantBypassFlagValue    : 0 

RateCtrl                       : 0 

TargetBitrate                  : 1000 

NumLCUInUnit                   : 1 

SEIpictureDigest               : 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annex 2: 
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Example of configuration file of HEVC (HM 8.0): 

# Kimono1_1920x1080_24Hz_8b_P420_GOP8_IP24_240frms_QP20 

 

InputFile                      : Kimono1_1920x1080_24.yuv 

BitstreamFile                  : 

Kimono1_1920x1080_24Hz_8b_P420_GOP8_IP24_240frms_QP20.str 

ReconFile                      : 

Kimono1_1920x1080_24Hz_8b_P420_GOP8_IP24_240frms_QP20.enc.yuv 

SourceWidth                    : 1920 

SourceHeight                   : 1080 

InputBitDepth                  : 8 

FrameRate                      : 24 

FramesToBeEncoded              : 240 

QP                             : 20 

SearchRange                    : 128 

MaxCUWidth                     : 64 

MaxCUHeight                    : 64 

MaxPartitionDepth              : 4 

QuadtreeTULog2MaxSize          : 5 

QuadtreeTULog2MinSize          : 2 

QuadtreeTUMaxDepthIntra        : 3 

QuadtreeTUMaxDepthInter        : 3 

FrameSkip                      : 0 

IntraPeriod                    : 24 

DecodingRefreshType            : 1 

GOPSize                        : 8 

Frame1                         : B    8   1        0.442    0           

4            1       4         -8 -10 -12 -16         0 

Frame2                         : B    4   2        0.3536   0           

2            1       3         -4 -6  4               1        4        5         

1 1 0 0 1 

Frame3                         : B    2   3        0.3536   0           

2            1       4         -2 -4  2 6             1        2        4         

1 1 1 1 

Frame4                         : B    1   4        0.68     0           

2            0       4         -1  1  3 7             1        1        5         

1 0 1 1 1 

Frame5                         : B    3   4        0.68     0           

2            0       4         -1 -3  1 5             1       -2        5         

1 1 1 1 0 

Frame6                         : B    6   3        0.3536   0           

2            1       4         -2 -4 -6 2             1       -3        5         

1 1 1 1 0 
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Frame7                         : B    5   4        0.68     0           

2            0       4         -1 -5  1 3             1        1        5         

1 0 1 1 1 

Frame8                         : B    7   4        0.68     0           

2            0       4         -1 -3 -7 1             1       -2        5         

1 1 1 1 0 

ListCombination                : 1 

FastSearch                     : 1 

BipredSearchRange              : 4 

HadamardME                     : 1 

FEN                            : 0 

FDM                            : 0 

ECU                            : 0 

CFM                            : 0 

ESD                            : 0 

MaxDeltaQP                     : 0 

MaxCuDQPDepth                  : 0 

DeltaQpRD                      : 0 

RDOQ                           : 1 

CbQpOffset                     : 0 

CrQpOffset                     : 0 

DeblockingFilterControlPresent : 0 

LoopFilterOffsetInPPS          : 0 

LoopFilterDisable              : 0 

LoopFilterBetaOffset_div2      : 0 

LoopFilterTcOffset_div2        : 0 

InternalBitDepth               : 8 

SAO                            : 1 

AMP                            : 1 

TS                             : 1 

TSFast                         : 1 

SAOLcuBoundary                 : 0 

SAOLcuBasedOptimization        : 1 

SignHideFlag                   : 1 

TMVPMode                       : 1 

SliceMode                      : 0 

SliceArgument                  : 1500 

LFCrossSliceBoundaryFlag       : 1 

PCMEnabledFlag                 : 0 

PCMLog2MaxSize                 : 5 

PCMLog2MinSize                 : 3 
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PCMInputBitDepthFlag           : 1 

PCMFilterDisableFlag           : 0 

UniformSpacingIdc              : 0 

NumTileColumnsMinus1           : 0 

ColumnWidthArray               : 2 3 

NumTileRowsMinus1              : 0 

RowHeightArray                 : 2 

LFCrossTileBoundaryFlag        : 1 

WaveFrontSynchro               : 0 

ScalingList                    : 0 

ScalingListFile                : scaling_list.txt 

LosslessCuEnabled              : 0 

TransquantBypassEnableFlag     : 0 

CUTransquantBypassFlagValue    : 0 

RateCtrl                       : 0 

TargetBitrate                  : 1000 

NumLCUInUnit                   : 1 

SEIpictureDigest               : 0 

 


